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Barbecue
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0001.bmp}

More:
Kansas City Style BBQ
Burgoo Style BBQ
North Carolina Style BBQ



Kansas City Style BBQ
www.primenet.com/rbjb/ is "THE ORIGINAL BBQ WEB PAGE" and features Kansas City Style BBQ. 
There is an emphasis on commercial products at this site and there are excellent contests and links.
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0002.bmp}



Burgoo Style BBQ
Owensboro, Kentucky claims to be the BBQ capital of the world. Visit www.angelfire.com/ky/burgoo. The 
Kentucky style is known as Burgoo BBQ. Get great recipes and an exhaustive set of links through the 
"Smoke Ring" linked list of BBQ sites.



North Carolina Style BBQ
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0003.bmp}
If you enjoy North Carolina Style BBQ, visit www.iposs.net/~lineback/smoke.htm.



Watermelon

Yes, the Summer's # 1 fun fruit is well represented on the web. Visit www.watermelon.org, the National 
Watermelon Promotions Board web page.
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0005.bmp}



Ice Cream

More:
Food as science
Ice cream social and links
Makers of ice cream



Food as science
The fine folks at the University of Guelph have a technical, but nevertheless tasty explanation of the 
science of Ice Cream. We know you'll like this, eh! www.foodsci.uoguelph.ca/dairyedu/icecream.html.
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0007.bmp}



Ice cream social and links
Www.lacon3.worldcom.org/www/events/social.htm has a very detailed list of Ice Cream related links.



Makers of ice cream
Ben and Jerry's
Haggen Dazs



Ben and Jerry's
Save the rainforest and enjoy a cold, creamy visit to the world of Ben and Jerry at www.benjerry.com.



Haggen Dazs
Their "Chocolate/Dark Chocolate" ice cream bar is the answer to many serious ice cream lover's dreams. 
learn more at haggen-dazs.com.



Hot Dogs
If you like hot dogs, visit www.xroads.com/~tes/hotdog/hotdog.html. By the way, don't look for Hot Dogs in
most web search engines under "frankfurters." Frankfurters will lead you to links about Frankfurt, 
Germany!



Beer

Visit www.cris.com/~boucber/ for beer reviews and an extensive set of links to other beer sites.



The Beach
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0010.bmp}

More:
Dog friendly beaches
South Maine
South Bay California



Dog friendly beaches
Taking rover to the beach is getting harder and harder. Www.doortodoorsummer.com/door/civic contains 
information on beaches which are animal friendly.



South Maine
Visitmaine.com/regsc.html contains information on the beautiful beaches in the southern part of Maine.



South Bay California
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0011.bmp}
A view of part of Hermosa Beach, California from
Goodstuff Restaurant's Strandcam. You may even
see some of the developers of this program in the
picture some days!
Okay, we're a bit prejudiced. Many of the persons working on this program live in Los Angeles' South Bay.
To find out about the beautiful beaches in South Bay, you can visit:

· www.netcom/goodstuff/netcam.html

· www.beach-web.com



U.S. National Parks
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0012.bmp}
For information on seeing the Grand Canyon, or visiting any other National Park in the United States, 
connect to www.nps.gov.



Fourth of July

Star Spangled Web Site
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0013.bmp}
Fireworks, Flag and Fanfare for Uncle Sam. Visit bostonharbor.com/july4.html
{ewc D2HTLS32, D2H_256Color, help0014.bmp}
Visit netm.com/4th/index.html. If you have a web browser that it is audio compatible you'll have loud 
fireworks shooting off on your computer! A great deal of patriotic information is provided.



Labor Day
There are many web sites for events which occur on Labor Day, but Labor Day itself doesn't have a large 
presence. For information on the Labor movement in the United States, visit unionweb.org/history.html.



General Information
All web sites were verified on August 16, 1997. Web sites sometimes close or change their service 
providers. As a result it is possible for sites we have described to be unavailable when you try to reach 
them.
If you receive a message indicating that the "page cannot be found" then it is possible that the 
information, or updated information, is available on the site, but the html page has a different name. Try 
going to the homepage of the web site and looking for an index. For example, if you link to:
example.com/apples
and get a message indicating that the page is not found, try example.com and looking for an index.
To find other sites use one of the excellent web search sites including:

· yahoo.com

· webcrawler.com

· lycos.com
almost every site mentioned in this program has links to similar sites.




